The Solo Travel Report
United States
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Introduction
Solo Travel is one of the fastest growing travel subsets. It offers the chance
to hit the open road, catch a flight to anywhere you please and explore the
world on your own terms. Data from Expedia’s first Solo Travel Report
reveals 60% of travelers plan to take a solo trip in the next year, proving
travelers want more flexibility, convenience, and autonomy from their
vacations.
Expedia already makes it easy to plan a trip alone, save money, and
explore a destination to the fullest. The new report serves as an additional
resource for first-timers and experienced solo travelers alike to discover
destinations, helpful planning tips sourced from experts, and cool new
insights on how to navigate a solo trip from start to finish.
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About Our Research

Methodology
CITE Research (www.citeresearch.com), on behalf of Expedia, conducted an
online survey among 1,516 US solo travelers. Research was also conducted
in Mexico.

Screening Criteria
Respondents were screened to be:
• 18 years or older
• Have taken a trip by themselves in the past or plan to take a trip by
themselves in the future
• Solo travel is defined as doing any form of travel – taking a flight, boat,
train, road trips, staying in a hotel or vacation rental, etc. – in which the
traveler is by themselves, stays with a host family, joins solo travel groups,
or uses social apps to meet up with locals.
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Solo Travel is driven by a desire to explore, learn
and get away from ordinary life
Meeting new people
Overall meeting new people and exploring new places is a top reason for travelers to take a solo
trip, with 24% saying so. Over half (55%) agree they prefer the freedom of traveling alone and
meeting new people over the desire to have a companion.

Disconnect from work & life
Disconnecting from work and life is also a top motivator for going on a solo trip – 25% give this is
as a reason. It is particularly salient among Millennials (36%).

Exploring new places
When it comes to what solo travelers look forward to the most, the most frequently selected activity
is exploring a new city (28%).

Learning new things
Second after exploring a new city, solo travelers are most excited about learning new things (12%).
American travelers also look forward to participating in once-in-a-lifetime activities (12%).

The desire to get away for awhile
When it comes to what inspires travelers to take a solo trip, the desire to get away for a while is more
inspirational than any personal goal, event, person, book, etc. About half (45%) say this feeling
inspires solo travel.
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Solo travelers pay close attention to costs and
destination safety when planning a trip
Time of year:
Summer

Solo travelers are most likely to plan trips for summer (46%).

Important Factors
in Destination:
Cost & Safety

Travelers rate cost (32%) and safety (31%) as the two most
important factors in choosing a destination.

Top factor in
booking flights:
Cost

Cost is a key decision factor for twice as many travelers than any
other factor when it comes to booking flights (66%). Flights are
also the top area travelers will look to save money (87% try to
save here).

Top factors in
booking lodging:
Location & Cost

When it comes to booking lodging, the cost (52%) and location
(46%) are the key factors. A good deal is also relatively important to
Americans (32%).
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The ideal solo trip is affordable and not too long
The Ideal Location

The Ideal Flight

Americans want to
stay in the US
(74%), go to Canada
(45%) or visit
Europe (42%).

The perfect flight is a
full-service airline,
non-stop, 0-6 hours,
basic economy, and
less than $500 a
ticket.

The Ideal Length

The Ideal Lodging

Half of travelers
(52%) would pick a
short trip of 3-6 days
– more than any
other length.

The ideal lodging is a
hotel, in the city for
less than $100 a night.

The
The Ideal
Ideal Trip
Trip Type
Type

Overall travelers are most interested (30%) in a weekend break (spending a couple days in a
new city or off the grid). An island getaway (23%), foodie trip (16%), and event travel (14%)
are the other solo travel trip types Americans would most like to experience.
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To stay safe, travelers
stay aware of their
surroundings (58%), share
their itinerary (51%) and
regularly check-in with
family/friends (50%).

Women are more likely to
feel uncomfortable in
various situations and to
worry about safety.

The benefits of solo travel outweigh any fears
or discomfort
48%

35%

24%

Plan to take a solo
trip in the next year

Feel refreshed after a
solo trip

Nothing would deter
them from a solo trip

44%

36%

Feel uncomfortable when
they are lost and need
directions during solo
travel

Feel uncomfortable when
they are lost in translation
or experience a language
barrier

36%

39%

Think solo travel is
dangerous, especially for
women

Are concerned about
being safe
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The ultimate travel app should give
recommendations, directions and assistance

Travelers currently use their
phone during solo travel to:
 Take photos and videos (45%)
 Directions/GPS to get around (42%)
 Text/call (36%)
 Look for things to do (33%)
 Check travel details (28%)

Travelers want a travel app to
have:

+
+

Built-in navigation (53%)

+
+

Real-time trip reminders (41%)

+

Suggestions for local
activities/restaurants (47%)
Recommendations on cool places
to go (40%)
24/7 customer service (31%)

Buddymoons and babymoons
better step aside, because
the ‘mobilemoon’ is the
newest travel trend on the
scene: When given the
ultimatum to choose between
their mobile phone or a travel
companion to bring on their
next trip, one-third (33%) of
Americans said they would
choose to travel solo with
just their device.
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Millennials are especially
likely to want to
disconnect (36%) while
Gen Zers are more likely
to be motivated by selfdiscovery (34%) and
meeting new people
(32%).

Solo travelers hope to get away for a while
and disconnect
Motivation for Trip
25%

Disconnect from work and life
Meet new people and explore new places

24%

Self-discovery and reflection

24%
17%

Improve my independence and confidence

Sources of Inspiration
The desire to get away for awhile
A personal goal (ex: visit a certain number of
countries, see a monument, interact with
nature, volunteer, conquer a fear)

45%
11%
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Travelers look forward to exploring and learning
on their solo trip

28%

12%

Exploring a new city

Learning new things

12%

10%

Participating in a once- Relaxing with coffee or
in-a-lifetime activity an alcoholic beverage

Gen Xers (33%) and
Boomers (30%) look
forward to exploring a
new city more than their
younger counterparts. 10

Younger travelers are more
likely to be certain of their
solo travel plans: 62% of
Gen Zers and 57% of
Millennials plan to take a
trip in the next year.

Travelers are most likely to plan a solo trip for
summer
Nearly Half of Americans are Planning a Solo Trip in Next Year

Gen Zers plan their trips
around summer break,
with 70% planning their
next solo trip for summer.

48%

said yes

46%
27%
18%
9%

Spring

Summer

Fall

Winter
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Solo travelers often are completely alone
during their trip
Types of Solo Trips

45%

I am completely alone during my trip
I join solo travel groups that allow you the
freedom of traveling alone, but the safety of
having a few buddies when you need them

11%

I travel and do most of my day-to-day activities
alone, however I stay with a host family
I use my time and energy to help others while
exploring a different country and culture
I travel alone then use social apps, such as
Couchsurfing or Meetup to meet locals

Gen Zers are more likely
to join solo travel groups
(22%), stay with a host
family (20%) and use
social apps (12%).

10%

6%

4%
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Gen Zers (77%) and
Millennials (71%) are most
likely to agree they prefer
the freedom of traveling
alone.

Travelers like the freedom of traveling alone

55%
said…

I prefer the freedom of traveling alone and meeting
new people over the desire to have a travel
companion

Last Solo Trip Destination

5%

Canada

18%

United States

8%

Europe
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Feeling lost makes travelers feel
uncomfortable
Feeling Uncomfortable During Solo Travel

36%

44%

When I’m lost in
translation or experiencing
a language barrier

When I’m lost and need
directions

32%
During an activity that
requires at least two
people

Fears about Traveling Alone

39%
Being safe

15%
Getting sick

17%
I do not have any fears
about solo travel

Females are more likely to
feel uncomfortable in
various situations and far
more worried about being
safe (51% of females say
this is a fear compared to
21% of males).
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Travelers take precautions to alleviate safety
concerns
Safety Precautions for Solo Trips

58%

I’m always aware of
my surroundings and
potential dangers

Despite some negative
perceptions associated
with solo travel, 24% of
Americans say nothing
would deter them from
traveling alone.

51%

I share my itinerary with
friends and family

50%

I regularly check-in
with friends and
family so they know
I’m safe
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Travelers hope to return home with new
memories & feel refreshed and satisfied post-trip
35% Refreshed

23% Independent

28% Satisfied

Feeling
After Solo
Trip

41% New memories

23% Satisfaction from
completing the trip

26% Amazing pictures

Returning
Home with

Gen Zers hope to return
home with independence
(21%). Females hope to
return with self-confidence
(26%) and a renewed
perspective on life (24%).
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Having a positive attitude is important to
successful solo travel
23%

22%

22%
19%

Solo trip advice is practical –
know the important documents
you'll need and know your
budget. Yet, travelers also say
it is important to have a
positive attitude and a plan B.

Know the important documents
you’ll need in advance if you’re
traveling to a foreign country

Know your budget and don’t run
out of money

Have a positive attitude

Have a Plan B
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American travelers want to travel domestically

74%

United States

Millennials Top 3 Destinations

75%

United States

40%
Canada

40%
Europe

45%

42%

Canada

Europe

Gen Z Top 3 Destinations

47%

Europe

42%

United States

38%

Caribbean

For most American travelers,
their next solo trip would be in
the US. This is particularly
true among Boomers (85%,
compared to 76% of Gen X,
78% of Millennials and 28% of
Gen Z).
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Older and younger
travelers would like to
travel longer: 23% of
Boomers and 31% of Gen
Zers want to take a long
trip.

The ideal length of a solo trip is between 3-13
days
52%

22%
15%
6%

5%
Overnight

Microbreak (1-2
days)

Short trip (3-6
days)

Long trip (7-13
days)

Extended Stay
(More than 2
weeks)
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The ideal lodging is a hotel in the city
Ideal Lodging Situation

59%

40%

50%

Hotel

In the city

Less than $100 a night

30%

WEEKEND BREAK: Spend a couple days in a
new city or off the grid

said…
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These are the top Solo Travel Trip Types
Americans Would Most Like to Experience
Ideal Type of Solo Travel
Weekend Break: Spend a couple days in a new
city or off the grid

30%

23%

Island Getaway: Visit a tropical destination

Foodie Trip: Eat your way through a region
known for delicious food

Event Travel: Travel to a destination specifically
to attend an event such as the sporting event or
a music festival

16%

14%
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Conclusion
More resources:
Solo Travel Tips and Tricks
The Best Solo Travel Destinations
Best places for solo travel

For more information about the survey,
please contact Alexis Tiacoh, PR Manager
for Brand Expedia; press@expedia.com.
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